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Abstract: Modern Transformer-based language models such as BERT are huge
and, therefore, expensive to deploy in practical applications. In environments such
as commercial chatbot-as-a-service platforms that deploy many NLP models in
parallel, less powerful models with a smaller number of parameters are an alterna-
tive to transformers to keep deployment costs down, at the cost of lower accuracy
values. This paper compares different models for Intent Detection concerning their
memory footprint, quality of Intent Detection, and processing speed. Many task-
specific Adapters can share one large transformer model with the Adapter frame-
work. The deployment of 100 NLU models requires 1 GB of memory for the
proposed BERT+Adapter architecture, compared to 41.78 GB for a BERT-only ar-
chitecture.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) is an essential component of dialog systems (DS).
The NLU converts an unstructured user utterance into structured information: It comprises a)
Intent Detection (ID), where the dialog system classifies a user utterance into a predefined list
of intents. Based on this classification, the system can understand what the user wants to say.
The other part of NLU is b) slot filling/entity recognition (ER), in which the dialog system fills
in specific slots that belong to an intent.

Transformer-based models [1] currently show the best results in ID [2]. Transformers mod-
els are huge. A standard BERT model [3] for ID on the HWU64 dataset [4] occupies 438.01
MB of memory in the Hugging Face implementation [5]. Hosting these large models is expen-
sive and uses large amounts of computational power, which is no longer adequate in times of
climate change and scarce resources [6]. Therefore, smaller architectures were proposed, such
as DIET [7] or ConveRT [8], which use substantially less memory (64.51 MB for DIET in our
HWU64 example), at the cost of lower NLU accuracy.

We apply Adapters [9, 10] to ID. Adapters use a general-purpose pre-trained BERT model
and introduce a small number of additional parameters (6.16 MB for our HWU64 example in
the AdapterHub implementation [11]). During training, Adapters freeze the parameters of the
original BERT model and train only the additional parameters. Using this approach, we propose
a resource-efficient method to deploy multiple ID models: Instead of deploying multiple BERT
models, we only need a single, shared BERT model and one Adapter for each downstream NLU
application. The deployment of, for example, 100 ID models using this new framework requires
1,05 GB (438.01 MB for the BERT model + 100× 6.16 MB for the Adapters) instead of 43.8
GB (100×438.01 MB size of the BERT model).

Our Adapter approach for deployment shows its strength in environments where many
models are deployed in parallel. We propose its use in chatbot-as-a-service platforms such as
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Google Dialogflow1, SAP Conversational AI2 and Amazon Lex3. These systems offer chatbots
as a service, where users can create their own chatbots. Each of these user-generated chatbots
uses its own NLU model, so these systems host a large number of NLU models in parallel.
Using our approach, this industry can save costs, resources, and energy.

In our experiments, we investigate how different models for ID trade model size and pro-
cessing speed for ID quality. We want to help practitioners to choose the suitable model for their
use case. We publish the source code of our experiments on GitHub4 under the open Apache
v2 license.

2 Background

The recent increase in research on dialog systems was a catalyst for research in NLU. Systems
like the Dual Intent and Entity Transformer (DIET) [7] or the Dual Sentence Encoders [8, 12]
focus on lightweight models. Smaller models are competitive with large-scale models in terms
of performance and are much faster in training and inference. Full-size Transformer models are
used for NLU also and achieve a stronger performance than the efficient architectures [2, 7, 8].
To our knowledge, example-driven intent prediction observers [13] is the current state-of-the-art
for ID, but for better comparability, we chose a standard BERT architecture over this approach
for our experiments.

Instead of replacing the original model for a smaller one, Adapters [9, 10] are a lightweight
addition to transformer models. An Adapter is a small set of parameters inserted between the
original model’s layers, usually a pre-trained transformer model. The Adapter adds a clas-
sification layer on top of the original model for a text classification task. During training, the
parameters of the original Transformer model are frozen, and only the parameters of the Adapter
are modified. The performance measured in accuracy or F1-score is similar to full fine-tuning
on most tasks [14]. In dialog systems research, Adapters were used for the tasks dialog state
tracking, response retrieval [15], and neural end-to-end dialog [16], but these works did not
investigate the resource efficiency.

3 Experiments

3.1 Datasets

We use the dataset ATIS [17], Banking77 [18], CLINC150[19] and HWU64 [4] for our exper-
iments. All datasets are datasets for NLU evaluation. Each sample consists of a user utterance
which is annotated with a single intent and 0 or more entities. We did not use the entities in our
work. In addition, each intent belongs to a domain. ATIS and Banking77 span one domain only,
while the others cover multiple domains. Originally we wanted to use the DialoGLUE bench-
mark [2] which comprises several NLU datasets, including HWU64. However, the DialoGLUE
version of HWU64 contains only 11k user utterances. We contacted the author, who confirmed
that this is a bug. Therefore, we did not use the DialoGLUE benchmark. We split the datasets
into train, valid, and test partitions.

1https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow
2https://cai.tools.sap
3https://aws.amazon.com/lex/
4https://github.com/jnehring/ESSV2023-Adapters-for-Resource-Efficient-Deployment-of-NLU-models
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3.2 Models

We conduct our experiments on six models. The BERT model is the standard BERT archi-
tecture [3] with a sequence classification head. The DistilBERT model [20] reduces the size
of a standard BERT model through knowledge distillation [21, 22] and is an example of a
lightweight transformer architecture. The Dual Intent and Entity Transformer (DIET) [7] is an
example of a lightweight model for ID. DIET uses only two instead of the usual 12 encoder
layers, making DIET another example of a lightweight transformer architecture. To evaluate
Adapter-based approaches, we use the Adapter versions of BERT and DistilBERT, which we
call BERT+Adapter and DistilBERT+Adapter. We use the AdapterFusion architecture [23],
implemented by AdapterHub [11]. Further, we use a C-Support SVM model, which is very
memory efficient, but has less predictive strength. For reasons of brevity we have to omit the
details how we trained the models and refer to our published source codes for further informa-
tion.

4 Results

4.1 Model size

Model Size n Models Size 1 Model Size 100 Models

BERT n×438.01 438.01 43,801
BERT+Adapter n×6.16+438.01 444.17 1,054
DistilBERT n×265.49 265.49 26,549
DistilBERT+Adapter n×4.36+265.49 269,85 701

DIET n×64.51 64.51 6,451
SVM n×7.19 7.19 719

Table 1 – Model sizes in MB, n denotes the number of models. The smallest model is highlighted in
bold.

Table 1 shows the sizes of the individual models in MB. SVM is the most memory efficient
model, while transformers use the most memory. Transformer models BERT, Distilbert and
DIET have the largest memory footprint, while the adapter-based approaches BERT+Adapter
and Distilbert+Adapter have similar memory footprints as the SVM when 100 models are de-
ployed in parallel. SVM differs from the other models because it uses normal RAM memory,
instead of GPU memory.

4.2 Training and inference time

Table 2 shows SPS, the number of samples processed per second, during training and infer-
ence. The SVM-based models train and predict considerably faster than the other models. The
adapter-based models train considerably faster than non-adapter-based models, because they
train less parameters. On the other hand, adapter-based models predict slightly slower than
their non-adapter counterparts, because they have slightly more parameters. DIET is much
slower; we argue that this is due to the our implementation, because we use a different machine
learning framework for DIET.
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Model SPStrain SPSinference

BERT 14.64 (6.43) 822.67 (27.72)
BERT+Adapter 123.98 (59.97) 791.42 (24.63)
DIET 48.49 (8.76) 130.07 (3.76)
Distilbert 19.99 (7.19) 1252.28 (70.78)
Distilbert+Adapter 203.74 (51.67) 1227.73 (60.15)
SVM 3738.24 (2494.69) 2652.72 (3617.64)

Table 2 – Average training and inference speed in samples per second per model. Numbers in brackets
show the standard deviation over the ten repetitions of the experiment. The maximum values are high-
lighted in bold

Model ATIS Banking77 CLINC150 HWU64 Mean

BERT 94.06% 89.74% 91.27% 87.77% 89.85% (2.68)
BERT+Adapter 96.42% 89.68% 93.73% 88.80% 91.24% (3.32)
DIET 95.29% 88.54% 87.97% 84.48% 88.85% (3.53)
Distilbert 97.42% 92.31% 95.22% 91.67% 93.56% (2.39)

Distilbert+Adapter 95.97% 89.22% 93.42% 90.32% 91.57% (2.71)
SVM 91.94% 86.36% 85.18% 83.47% 85.69% (3.53)

Table 3 – Accuracy values as percentage of the models on different datasets. The best performing
models are highlighted in bold.

4.3 Quality of intent detection

Table 3 shows the accuracy values of the models for ID. Distilbert performs the best. Adapter-
based approaches BERT+Adapter and Distilbert+Adapter 2nd best. SVM performs worst. It is
surprising that BERT performs worse than Distilbert and the adapter-based approaches, because
this contradicts previous research [22, 14].

5 Discussion

Our experiments show that Distilbert is the best model for superior ID accuracy when hosting
only a few models or when GPU memory usage is not an important factor. In this case, one
could also try different transformer models, such as RoBERTa [24] or ConvBERT [2], to further
boost the performance. Adapter-based approaches are useful when many models are deployed
in parallel and GPU memory efficiency is important. The faster training performance of adapter-
based models is an additional plus for the practical work of chatbot designers. The inference
time of adapter-based approaches is only slightly slower than of non-adapter-based approaches.
The memory-savings of adapters when many models are deployed in parallel is striking.

Using SVMs for ID is an interesting alternative because it is very memory efficient, at the
cost of less than 10% of ID performance. We do not know which technology commercial plat-
forms such as IBM Watson Assistant or Google Dialogflow us for ID. But from our discussion
with one commercial chatbot-as-a-service we learned that they do not use transformers; Other
researcher [4] indicates the same because of the comparatively low the performance of their
ID detection. Since they deploy many models in parallel, these platforms can boost their ID
performance using Adapters, while staying memory efficient.

We claim in the introduction that using Adapters, the system can hold 1000 NLU models
in parallel in 11 GB of memory. In our experiments, we did not explicitly show that. Instead,
in section 4.1 we analyzed theoretically how the memory footprint grows as the number of
modules grows.
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6 Conclusion

In our experiments, we cannot give a clear answer that one of the models is superior to the
others. However, we could quantify the tradeoff between resource efficiency and quality of
ID. When resource efficiency is of utmost importance, SVM is the best model, although the
Distilbert+Adapter architecture has a comparable memory footprint to SVM when 100 models
are deployed in parallel. When ID quality is most important, large transformer models should be
used. Smaller transformers such as DIET or Distilbert show weaker performance in ID similar
compared to large transformers and have smaller model sizes.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to point out that Adapters can host
many NLU models in parallel more efficiently. We believe that this approach applies in any
environment that hosts multiple models. We assume it is especially useful in environments
where many models are not heavily used, such as a chatbots-as-a-service environment. Further,
we believe it is applicable in many settings where users can generate and fine-tune their models,
e.g., named entity recognition as a service with user-generated content. Finally, Adapters are
not limited to models with the same task. Houlsby et al. [10] showed that they can also be used
in environments where models for different tasks are deployed, e.g., one Adapter for Named
Entity Recognition and another Adapter for Sentiment Analysis.

A follow up work to this article could transfer this approach to other application areas.
Also, we leave the examination of slot filling, the other task of NLU, for adapter-based models
for future research.
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